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Abstract. One of the main benefits of cloud computing is to enable customers
to deploy their applications on a cloud infrastructure that provisions resources
(e.g., memory) to these applications on as-needed basis. Unfortunately, certain
workloads can cause customers to pay for resources that are provisioned to, but
not fully used by their applications, and as a result their performances then dete-
riorate beyond some acceptable thresholds and the benefits of cloud computing
may be significantly reduced or even completely obliterated. We propose a novel
approach to automatically discover these workloads to stress test elastic resource
provisioning for cloud-based applications. We experimented with four non-trivial
applications on the Microsoft Azure cloud to determine how effectively and ef-
ficiently our approach explores a very large space of the workload parameters’
values. The results show that our approach discovers the first irregular work-
load faster in the search space of over 1040 input combinations compared to the
random approach, and it discovers more irregular workloads that result in much
higher costs and performance degradations for applications in the cloud.
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1 Introduction
One of the main benefits of cloud computing is to enable customers to deploy their
applications on a cloud infrastructure that provisions resources (e.g., virtual machines
(VMs)) to these applications on as-needed basis [26]. That is, instead of buying and
hosting expensive hardware, customers pay for renting resources for running these ap-
plications from cloud computing facilities [22]. A fundamental problem of cloud com-
puting is to provision resources according to the application’s runtime needs in order to
ensure that its performance does not worsen below a predefined threshold, and it affects
the technology spending in the excess of $1 trillion by 2020 [29].

The decisions to provision certain resources are typically made by engineers who
create and maintain cloud-based applications, and they express their decisions in rules.
A common and frequently used rule recommended by the Amazon and Google Cloud
documentations is to provision one more VM when the CPU’s utilization increases
above 80% [13,3,24]. There are many different rules like that for controlling cloud
elasticity, a term that designates on-demand resource provisioning to an application
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[5,14]. Unfortunately, the behaviours of the nontrivial applications are very complex,
so some rules may be far from optimal in terms of allocating best possible resources for
maximizing the applications’ performance.

In performance testing, input workloads are often created that resemble typical
usages of applications and their performance characteristics are analyzed for regular
workloads. In this paper, we are interested in irregular workloads, whose occurrences
are rare and deviate beyond what is normally expected and they are extremely difficult
to predict. Whereas test input workload generation techniques concentrate on finding
patterns in the existing past workloads [20], there is no approach for finding new ir-
regular workloads for stress testing, where applications are used beyond the normal
operational capacity to a breaking point [4]. Unfortunately, when irregular workloads
happen, customers pay for resources that are provisioned to, but not fully used by their
applications [18], and the benefits of cloud computing may be significantly reduced or
even completely obliterated [2].

We propose a novel approach for automatically discovering irregular workloads that
result in situations when customers pay for resources that are not fully used by their
applications while at the same time, some performance characteristics of these applica-
tions are not met, i.e., the Cost-Utility Violations of Elasticity (CUVE). We implemented
our approach for Testing for Infractions of CLoud Elasticity (TICLE) that combined
a search-based heuristic with rule-guided resource provisioning to discover irregular
workloads that led to CUVEs. These irregular workloads and rules can be reviewed by
developers and performance engineers, who optimize the rules to improve the perfor-
mance of the corresponding application. To the best of our knowledge, TICLE is the
first fully automatic CUVE approach for discovering irregular workloads for applica-
tions deployed on the cloud. We TICLEd four nontrivial open-source applications in the
Microsoft Azure cloud to determine how automatically and accurately TICLE explored
a large search space of over 1040 input combinations while discovering CUVEs. The
results show that TICLE finds the first irregular workload faster thus enabling stake-
holders to investigate its impact sooner, and it finds more irregular workloads that lead
to much higher costs and performance degradations for applications in the cloud com-
pared to the random approach. TICLE’s source code and all the experimental data are
publicly available [1].

2 Problem Statement
In this section, we provide a background on workloads and rules for elastic resource
provisioning, discuss sources of CUVE, and formulate the problem statement.

2.1 Rules and Workloads
In general, if-then elasticity rules contain antecedents that describe the level of
resource utilization (e.g., CPU utilization > 80%), and the consequents that specify
(de)provisioning actions (e.g., to (de)provision a VM). Unfortunately, rule creation is
an error-prone manual activity, and provisioning certain resources using manually cre-
ated rules does not often improve the application’s performance. For example, when the
CPU utilization reaches some threshold due to a lot of page swapping or a lack of the
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storage space, provisioning more CPUs does not fix the underlying cause that requires
giving more memory and storage to the application. That is, often rules are not optimal
in terms of allocating required resources based on projected applications’ needs [18].

It is very difficult to create rules that provision resources optimally to maximize
the performance of the application while minimizing the cost of its deployment. Doing
so requires the application’s owners to understand which resources to (de)provision at
what points in execution, how the cost of the provisioned resources varies, and how to
make trade-offs between the application’s performance and these costs [16]. Optimal
provisioning is difficult even for five basic resource types (i.e., CPU, RAM, storage,
VM, and network connections), where each type has many different attributes (e.g.,
the Microsoft Azure documentation mentions 30 attributes [24], which result in tens of
millions of combinations).

Definition 1. An application workload is a time-dependent collection of request tuples
as shown in Figure 1 that contains a function of time that maps a time interval to the
subset of input requests and its input data.

The application workload includes not only the static part of the input to the appli-
cation (i.e., combinations of HTTP requests with their parameter values) but also the
dynamic part that comprises the number of HTTP requests submitted to the application
per time unit and how this number changes as a function of time [23]. For example,
a workload specifies how the number of requests to the application fluctuates period-
ically according to a circular function yt = αsinωt, where α is the amplitude of the
workloads that designates the maximum number of HTTP requests, t is the discrete
time of the execution, and ω is the periodicity coefficient.

Application workloads are often characterized by fast fluctuations and burstiness,
where the former designates a fast irregular growth and then a decline in the number
of requests over a short period of time, and the latter means that many inputs occur
together in bursts separated by lulls in which they do not occur [25]. By changing the
coefficients of the function, irregular workloads can be generated for stress testing in
varying degrees of burstiness and fluctuation.

2.2 Sources of Cost-Utility Violations of Elasticity

There are two main sources of CUVE. First, there is a problem of provisioning re-
sources to an application that are not optimal for achieving the application’s best per-
formance. For example, the application may not perform better with additionally pro-
visioned many CPUs instead of some more RAM [18]. Recall that cloud providers rec-
ommend some generic rules for resource provisioning [13,3,24]. Often, during stress
testing, applications are run under regular heavy workloads that reflect the expected
pattern of usage (e.g., loads peak during evening hours when people shop online), and
they are unable to find CUVEs that result from irregular workloads. As a result, when
these workloads occur during deployment, resources that are provisioned to an appli-
cation may not improve its performance; however, its owner still has to pay the cloud
provider for these needlessly provisioned resources.
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Second, when the cloud infrastructure allocates resources, there is a delay between
the moment when the cloud assigns a resource to an application and the moment when
this application takes control of this resource. There are at least a couple of reasons
for this delay: the startup time for a VM that hosts the application or its components
includes the VM’s loading and initialization time by the underlying infrastructure; as-
signing a new CPU to the existing VM requires its hosted operating system to recognize
this CPU, which takes from seconds to tens of minutes [21]. Of course, the cloud infras-
tructure starts charging the customer for the resources at the moment it provisions them
rather than when the application can control these resources [18]. However, all these
may be done in vain – if the application rapidly changes its runtime behavior during a
resource initialization time, this resource may not be needed any more by the time it is
initialized to maintain the desired performance of the application. As a result, during
irregular workloads, customers pay for resources that are not used by their applications
for some period of time resulting in performance degradations.

2.3 The Problem Statement

Software engineers make performance enhancements routinely during perfective main-
tenance [19] when they use mostly exploratory random performance testing to identify
when the performance of the Application Under Test (AUT) worsens. In this paper, we
address a fundamental problem of performance testing in the cloud – how to increase
the effectiveness and efficiency of obtaining irregular workloads for software appli-
cations deployed on the cloud that lead to instances of the CUVE. The root of this
fundamental problem is that using only regular workloads for applications as part of
random exploratory performance testing results in a large number of executions, many
of which are not effective in determining CUVE instances. Selecting randomly a subset
of workloads often results in a complete absence of the CUVE instances. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no automatic approach to obtain irregular workloads that can
produce instances of the CUVE.

Specifically, we want to construct irregular workloads automatically using combina-
tions of inputs to which some functions are applied to cause fluctuations and burstiness
to detect situations where the cost increases significantly while the average through-
put (i.e., a measure inverse to the response time) of the application decreases beyond
a certain threshold defined in a service level agreement (SLA) that indicates a desired
performance level and the provisioned resources remain under-utilized or even com-
pletely unused at the same time. This is an instance of the multiobjective optimization
problem (MOOP). Automatically discovering irregular workloads is very difficult in
general, especially when trying to satisfy multiple conflicting constraints.

3 Our Approach

In this section, we state our key ideas for our approach for Testing for Infractions of
CLoud Elasticity (TICLE), explain the genetic algorithm (GA) with MOOP (GAMOOP),
and describe the algorithm for TICLE.
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3.1 Key Ideas

A goal of our approach is to automatically obtain irregular workloads for the AUT using
GAMOOP. In general, GAs are based on natural selection techniques where solutions
to optimization problems are obtained using a stochastic search [17]. The advantage of
a GA is in evolving multiple candidate solutions in parallel thus allowing it to explore
efficiently a large search space of possible solutions. Thus, TICLE is likely to scale well
to modern AUTs with enormous search space.

In TICLE, a workload is represented by a chromosome that contains a sequence of
genes divided into three parts as it is shown in Figure 1. The first part refers to the types
of periodic circular functions (e.g., sinusoidal) that represent changes in the number
of HTTP requests in the workload, the second part refers to the functions’ parameters
(e.g., amplitudes), and the third part refers to a set of HTTP requests, where each HTTP
request is assigned to a unique ID, i.e., a HTTP request that includes various parameters
is assigned to various IDs. For each application, we used a spider tool [8] to traverse the
web interface of the application, log all unique HTTP requests sent to the backend of
the application, and ensure these HTTP requests are valid. Each chromosome contains
one function of time, two function parameters (e.g., amplitude and periodicity), and a
set of HTTP requests, where each function of time uses only two function parameters.
Therefore, modifying the values of these parameters in the second part of the chromo-
some by the GA is independent of changing the function of time in the first part of the
chromosome. Once chromosomes are constructed, they are modified by GAs iteratively
to find solutions that satisfy multiple objectives. That is, TICLE generates the combina-
tion of inputs (i.e., HTTP requests) plus the parameters of workloads for formulae that
describe them.

Fig. 1: The representation of the workload and the chromosome.

We use GAs for finding CUVEs that result from irregular workloads. In GAs, new
solutions, or offsprings are generated using existing solutions, or parents. New solu-
tions are often “fitter” to meet the objectives of the desired solution. A predefined fit-
ness function is used to evaluate how close each solution is to being the optimal solution
and fitter solutions have a better chance to “survive” multiple iterations [17]. In order
to create a new generation of workload solutions, the operator selection, mutation, and
crossover are applied to workloads, where a selection operator selects parents based on
their fitness, a crossover operator recombines a pair of selected parents and generates
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new offspring workloads, and a mutation operator produces a mutant of one workload
solution by randomly altering its gene. It is our hypothesis that GAMOOP can effi-
ciently generate close to optimal workloads using the properties of their parents.

Our other key idea is to include user-defined rules for SLA violations as objec-
tive constraint functions for TICLE. For example, the Amazon’s SLA rule limits the
response time to 300ms for its web-based application [10]. Finding workloads that vio-
late SLA thresholds is one of the main goals of performance testing. However, if finding
workloads that break the SLA rules was the only objective, simply exponentially in-
creasing the amplitude of the workloads with a very large burstiness would likely result
in a sudden increase of the response time. Unfortunately, doing so results in ignoring
the other two objectives (i.e., increasing the cost of the provisioned resources and de-
creasing the utilization of resources), since the cost is likely to remain the same if the
cloud does not rapidly provision resources and the utilization will keep increasing with
the increasing workloads. Thus, workload parameters should be chosen in such a way
that delays between resource provisioning and resource availability are exploited by
changing the fluctuations and the burstiness of the workloads in addition to differences
in how applications use resources based on the workload content that includes HTTP
requests, which trigger different execution paths in AUTs.

3.2 TICLE Algorithm

TICLE is shown in Algorithm 1 that includes the following major steps: (i) randomly
generate an initial set of workloads, (ii) use these workloads to execute the cloud-
deployed AUT and measure its performance, such as the utilization of the provisioned
resources and the average response time, and (iii) use fitness functions, as described
by Equation 2 [31] to evaluate the objectives and to select workload solutions using
the quality indicator described by Equation 1 [31] to select solutions using GAMOOP.
The fitness function is Pareto dominance compliant since it uses the quality indicator to
rank solutions based on their usefulness regarding multiple objectives, amplifying the
influence of dominating solutions over dominated solutions. A Pareto optimal solution
dominates some other one if the dominating solution is better in some objectives and
it is not worse in all the other objectives. Each solution can be represented as a point
in a multidimensional space of orthogonal objectives. A curve can be drawn to connect
non-dominated solutions that can be selected as optimal when no objective could be
improved without sacrificing the other objectives. The curve is named a Pareto optimal
front and is used by GAMOOP to choose winning workloads that result in CUVEs.

I(S,S′) = max
{
∀w′ ∈ S′∃w ∈ S : g j(w)≥ g j(w′) for j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}

}
,

S,S′ ∈Ω, w,w′ ∈ P
(1)

F(w) = Σw′∈P\{w}− e−I
(
{w′},{w}

)
/k, k > 0 (2)

Where Ω indicates the entirety of all Pareto sets, S is a Pareto set and S′ is another Pareto
set in all Pareto set approximations. P indicates the initial population P of workloads,
w is a workload (i.e., solution), and w′ is another workload in the population. I is the
quality indicator function that compares the quality of two Pareto set approximations or
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Algorithm 1 TICLE’s algorithm for automating workload search for instances of the
CUVE problem.
1: Inputs: GAMOOP Configuration Ω, Input Set I
2: P ← InitializePopulation(I )
3: while ¬ Terminate do
4: EvalFitnessObjectiveFunctions(P , Ω)
5: EvalConstraintsFunctions(P , Ω)
6: F ← FastNondominatedSort(P )
7: CrowdingDistanceAssignment(F )
8: S ← SelectParentsByRankDistance(F , |P |)
9: R ← RemoveLowerRankedSolutions(S )

10: C ← CrossoverMutation(R , Ω)
11: P ← P∪ Merge( P , C )
12: end while
13: return P

solutions with respects to n objective functions g1, . . . ,gn that are described below, k is
a fitness scaling factor and is set to 0.05 experimentally.

We chose Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) because previous
evaluations showed that it finds a much better spread of solutions and it converges near
the true Pareto optimal front. NSGA-II does not require the user to prioritize, scale, or
weigh objectives like many other algorithms, which would be a major manual effort
in TICLE. Finally, NSGA-II can generate new non-dominated solutions in unexplored
parts of the Pareto front by applying the crossover operator to take advantage of good
solutions with respect to multiple conflicting objectives [9].

That is, the space of workload parameters (e.g., the amplitude, periodicity) is ex-
plored to optimize three objectives in parallel by evaluating a fitness function (Equation
2) that maps workloads to the unused resources of provisioned VMs (objective 1), the
cost of provisioned resources (objective 2), and the average response time (objective
3). An ideal solution is a workload that maximizes these objectives, as described by
Equation 1, i.e., to achieve the maximum cost of the deployment with the minimum
resource utilization and the application throughput that violates predefined SLA con-
straints. These objectives cannot be formally defined, since their values are obtained
from the Microsoft Azure cloud. Since no solution exists to address this important
problem, using NSGA-II to find a better solution and to compare it with a random
performance testing approach is our major contribution.

The algorithm for TICLE takes in the complete set of input ranges for the subject
AUT and the GAMOOP configurations Ω, including the crossover and mutation rates,
fitness functions for their respective objectives, an SLA threshold, and the termination
criterion. In Step 2, the algorithm generates an initial population of workloads by com-
bining randomly selected HTTP requests. In TICLE, we create four types of workload
fluctuation functions: sinusoidal, where the workload changes with periodicity, as de-
scribed by the equation yt = αsin t, where α is the amplitude of the workloads that
designates the maximum number of HTTP requests, and t is the discrete time of the
execution; linear, where the workload increases or decreases linearly, as described by
the equation yt = α × t; exponential, with a rapid rise or drop of the workload yt = αt ;
and random, where a random number generator is used to define the amplitude and
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the HTTP requests for the workloads. In the RANDOM approach, a workload contains
AUT’s HTTP requests, the types of periodic circular functions that represent changes in
the number of HTTP requests in the workload, and the functions’ parameters (e.g., am-
plitudes and periodicities). Once workloads are constructed, their parameters are mod-
ified randomly to find solutions. Based on previous research, these functions represent
a majority of workload shapes [23].

Starting from Step 3, the evolution process begins by evaluating if the termination
condition is satisfied. In Step 4, fitness functions are applied to evaluate each individual
workload and in Step 5 constraint functions are evaluated to determine if the SLA holds.
After the evaluation, in Step 6 the population is sorted and in Step 7 the distances of
the solutions on the Pareto front are estimated. Using those closest to the Pareto front,
in Step 8 the solutions are ranked into a hierarchy of sub-populations based on the
ordering of the Pareto dominance. In Step 9, lower ranked solutions are removed from
the population. In Step 10, for each part of the chromosome, the mutation operator
replaces the value of one random gene with another value within the specified range,
thus creating a new (updated) individual.

All newly generated individual workloads are evaluated using the defined fitness
functions, and the fittest workloads are selected for the next generation that is formed
first by the order of dominating precedence of the Pareto front and then by using the
distance within the front. Finally, the new workload solutions are added to the popula-
tion. The cycle of Steps 3-12 repeats until the termination criterion is satisfied, and the
final population is returned in Step 13 as the algorithm terminates.

4 Empirical Evaluation
In this section, we describe the design of the empirical study to evaluate TICLE and
state threats to its validity. We pose the following three Research Questions (RQs):

RQ1: How effective is TICLE in finding irregular workloads that lead to the greater
cost of the AUT’s deployment?

RQ2: How fast is TICLE in finding the first irregular workload that infracts the elastic-
ity rules for the AUT?

RQ3: Is TICLE more effective than the random approach in finding more CUVEs for
different elasticity rules?

Table 1: Characteristics of the subject AUTs: their names followed by their versions,
the number of lines of code (LOC), the number of classes, the number of methods and
the approximate size of the search space of the input requests for the AUT.

AUT Version LOC Classes Methods Space
JPetStore v4.0.5 2,762 42 400 1031

JForum v2.1.9 36,401 397 3,487 1049

PhotoV v2.1.0 10,549 81 931 1036

RUBiS v1.4.3 83,640 641 4,396 1014

4.1 Subject Applications
We evaluated TICLE on four web-based, open-source subject applications written in
Java: JPetStore, JForum, PhotoV, and RUBiS. Their basic characteristics are shown in
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Table 1. These applications are written by different programmers, come from different
domains, and have high popularity indexes. Choosing up to 50 input requests from 100+
HTTP requests results in over 1040 combinations.

All subject AUTs have a three-tier architecture. Response time is measured be-
tween the moment when a sent request is received by the AUT and the moment when
a response to the request is issued from the AUT, and the network latency time is not
included. All components of the same AUT are deployed on the same VM. When the
cloud provisions VMs to the AUT, each VM will have a replica of these three tiers to
ensure full horizontal scalability of the AUT.

4.2 Methodology

We use the definition a workload from Section 2.1 to specify the set of input requests
and how their quantities change over time. For example, the HTTP request https:
//jpetstore:8085/search?cat=FISH is an input to JPetStore, where search
is the path component of the HTTP request, cat is the name of its parameter, and FISH
is the value of this parameter. TICLE generates workloads and uses JMeter [15] that
simulates users sending the workload requests to web servers of the AUT and collects
performance measurements of the provisioned VMs that host AUT’s components that
execute the workload requests. In our experiments, we set the number of HTTP requests
in a workload between 10 and 50 to observe a wide range of the AUT’s behaviors.

Table 2: The set of predefined if-then elasticity rules.

Rule Provisioning Action
Scale In Scale Out

R1 CPUutilization < 20% CPUutilization > 50%
R2 CPUutilization < 40% CPUutilization > 60%
R3 CPUutilization < 20% CPUutilization > 80%

Also, we defined three elasticity rules with different ranges for VM (de)provisioning
that are shown in Table 2 to determine how effectively TICLE finds irregular workloads
that infract these elasticity rules for the AUTs. Since our goal is to find irregular work-
loads that lead to CUVEs, violating the predefined SLA threshold is an important ob-
jective of the experiments. We use the AUT’s response time as the SLA. To determine
the SLA threshold, we first run each subject AUT under heavy workloads in a single
VM to determine the longest possible response time. Then, we repeat our experiments
with 20%, 40%, and 60% of this longest response time as the SLA threshold.

The experiments for the AUTs were carried out using 10 small VMs/servers from
the A-series in the Microsoft Azure cloud called Standard A1 with 1 GHz CPU and 1.75
GB of memory. We wrote a client for JMeter [15] that applied generated workloads to
the subject AUTs, and JMeter clients were run externally on laptops. All experiments
were conducted on the same experimental platform.

We implemented TICLE using jMetal, which is an open-source framework for
multi-objective optimization with various evolutionary algorithms [11]. We used the
following GAMOOP settings for TICLE: the crossover rate of 0.9, the mutation rate
of 0.3, the population of 100 individuals, and the tournament selection of size two.
The evolution was terminated if the workload solutions did not improve after 10 gen-
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erations. The maximum number of generations was set to 30. We chose these values
experimentally for the platform based on the limitations of the hardware.

4.3 Threats to Validity
A threat to the validity of our empirical study is that our experiments were performed on
only four open-source, web-based applications, which makes it difficult to generalize
the results to other types of applications that may have different logic, structure, or input
types. However, the subject AUTs were used in other empirical studies on performance
testing [27]. Therefore, we expect our results to be generalizable.

Our current implementation of TICLE deals with simple types of inputs, HTTP
requests with basic parameter types (e.g., integer), whereas other programs may have
complex input types (e.g., JSON or XML structures). While this is a threat, TICLE can
be adapted to encode inputs of other types. In order to apply TICLE to other applica-
tions, the user needs to modify only the gene representation approach so that TICLE
recognizes other types of inputs.

One threat to validity is that we deployed an AUT fully in a single VM. Indeed, de-
ploying an AUT’s components in multiple VMs may lead to performance bottlenecks
since many shared resources are used in the application layer. This situation may result
in more CUVEs, thus making it easier for TICLE to find them. However, deploying
these layers on the same VM (i.e., it is scaled horizontally) puts TICLE at a disadvan-
tage to find CUVEs since many bottlenecks do not show up easily, thus making our
experiments robust.

We experimented with only three generic elasticity rules using the recommendations
from Amazon, Azure, and Google Cloud documentations. This is a threat for two rea-
sons. First, users may create much more sophisticated rules that would make it difficult
for TICLE to find CUVEs. Second, our rules provision only VMs, whereas real-world
rules could also provision storage, RAM, network connections, and other virtual hard-
ware. However, understanding the effect of various resources is currently out of scope
for this paper and will be addressed in future work.

5 Empirical Results
In this section, we describe and analyze the results of the experiments to answer the
three RQs stated in Section 4.

5.1 Finding Workloads that Lead to Higher Costs
The results of the experiments are shown in the box-and-whisker plots in Figure 2a
and Figure 2b that summarize the deployment costs and the time it takes to find the
first CUVE for the subject AUTs using the TICLE and RANDOM approaches for three
different SLA threshold values of the longest response time. We observe that the average
costs for the found CUVEs using TICLE are consistently higher than the average costs
of the CUVEs found by RANDOM among all SLA threshold values. The costs for CUVEs
have the highest difference between TICLE and RANDOM at 60% of the SLA threshold,
then at 40%, followed by 20%. This result suggests that the higher threshold values
require more sophisticated workloads to break the threshold and to lead to a higher cost
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Box-and-whisker plots compare (a) the deployment costs and (b) the time to
the first CUVE discovery for detected CUVEs that are computed using the TICLE
and RANDOM approaches for the subject AUTs for three SLA thresholds (i.e., 0.2, 0.4,
and 0.6) of the longest response time. The cost is measured in dollars and the time is
measured in minutes.

Table 3: The comparison of the results of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U-Tests for TICLE
and RANDOM using three SLA thresholds. The first column designates the null hypoth-
esis followed by the column for SLA thresholds, and the cells contain the p-values.

SLA Threshold
Null Hypothesis 20% 40% 60%

Cost 9.7×10−15 8.2×10−3 0.03
Detection Time 1.4×10−4 5.5×10−4 0.02

of deployment, because it is more difficult to construct workloads when longer response
times are permitted. The cost variance for CUVEs computed by TICLE is significantly
lower when compared to the RANDOM approach, which suggests that TICLE favors
workloads that have the highest impact on increasing the cost of deployment.

Similarly, it is shown in the box-and-whisker plot in Figure 2b that TICLE is con-
sistently faster than RANDOM in finding the first CUVE. This result is important not
only to answer RQ2, but also to show that TICLE is efficient in practice, since taking
less time to find the first CUVE shows that TICLE beats the RANDOM approach in no-
tifying stakeholders faster that there is a workload that results in a CUVE. We expect
that TICLE will be used by performance testers, and it is important for them to find
CUVEs faster to report them to developers who will start looking for fixes to the de-
tected CUVEs. Thus, a faster-to-find-CUVE approach is also more efficient in using
fewer computer resources and stakeholders’ time.

In our case, the data cannot be guaranteed to follow the normal distribution, there-
fore, we applied Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U-Tests to evaluate the statistical signifi-
cance of the difference in the median value of deployment cost between TICLE and
RANDOM for the subject AUTs. The results of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U-Tests for
TICLE and RANDOM are shown in Table 3. The results confirm that the values for the
differences between TICLE and RANDOM are always statistically significant according
to the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U-Test, thus positively addressing RQ1.
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5.2 Finding Workloads Faster

We applied Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U-Tests to evaluate the statistical significance of
the difference in the median value of detection time, which indicates the execution
time to find irregular workloads that lead to the CUVE, between TICLE and RANDOM
for the subject AUTs. The results of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon U-Tests for TICLE and
RANDOM are shown in Table 3. The results confirm that the values for the differences be-
tween TICLE and RANDOM are always statistically significant according to the Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon U-Test, thus positively addressing RQ2, which states that TICLE
is more efficient in finding CUVE using significantly fewer computational resources
compared to the RANDOM approach.

Fig. 3: Comparing TICLE and RANDOM for detecting CUVEs for the subject AUTs with
different elastic rules that are shown in Table 2. The X-axis designates elasticity rules.
The leftmost red bar represents the ratio of the total number of detected CUVEs using
the approaches TICLE and RANDOM, countT ICLE

countRANDOM
. The middle green bar represents the

ratio of the average costs for CUVEs, costT ICLE
costRANDOM

. The righmost blue bar represents the

ratio of detection times for the first found CUVE, timeRANDOM
timeT ICLE

.

5.3 The Impact of the SLA Threshold

An interesting question is how an SLA threshold affects the process of finding CUVEs.
As discussed in Section 4.2, a higher percentage of the SLA threshold means that longer
response times are acceptable. Since one of the objectives is to find CUVEs where the
SLA threshold is violated, the higher the percentage at which the SLA threshold is
chosen, the more difficult it is to obtain CUVEs. Consider the box-and-whisker plots
that are shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2b – the visual inspection clearly identifies the
rise of the average cost and the detection time with the increase of the SLA threshold.
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However, our analysis shows that the cost of the application deployment increases ro-
bustly when using TICLE whereas for RANDOM, the average cost stays approximately
the same, but it shows a much wider variance. Our explanation is that TICLE is more
effective in finding workloads for CUVEs with much higher SLA thresholds, since it
systematically chooses workloads with a higher cost using the fitness functions.

Alternatively, the detection time to the first occurrence of the CUVE shows almost
an opposite pattern. The detection time increases steadily when using RANDOM with
a large variance of the measurements whereas for TICLE, the average detection time
stays approximately the same, and it shows a much smaller variance. Again, this obser-
vation confirms the efficiency of TICLE when the SLA threshold increases.

5.4 Impact of Different Elasticity Rules

The results of the experiments to answer RQ3 are presented in the histogram plot in
Figure 3 that shows ratios for the total numbers of detected CUVEs, deployment costs,
and detection times computed using the approaches TICLE and RANDOM over subject
AUTs for three elasticity rules, which allocate and deallocate resources in consonance
with the user-specific conditions (i.e., the utilization of CPUs increases above 80%).
We used three elasticity rules that are recommended by the Amazon, Microsoft Azure,
and Google Cloud documentations [13,3,24], and these rules are shown in Table 2. The
higher the ratios, the more effective and efficient TICLE is in finding CUVEs compared
to the RANDOM baseline approach.

We observe that all ratios with the exception of one for the deployment cost of the
rule R1 are greater than one meaning that TICLE finds faster and more CUVEs when
compared to RANDOM. The highest count ratio is for R3 and R1, followed by R2, which
suggests that a higher range value between the lower threshold that triggers the scale-in
operation and the upper threshold that triggers the scale-out operation for elasticity rules
results in more detected CUVEs. In summary, these experimental results demonstrate
that TICLE is more effective and efficient in finding CUVEs for all elasticity rules than
the RANDOM baseline approach, thus positively addressing RQ3.

6 Related Work
Gambi et al. developed a tool that uses predefined workloads to test the automation of
cloud-based elastic systems [12]. Bodik et al. proposed a workload model that char-
acterizes volume and data spikes to test the robustness of stateful systems [6]. Chen
et al. developed a tool that uses user-defined workloads to analyze performance and
energy consumption for cloud applications [7]. Snellman et al. developed a tool that
uses user-defined test scripts to evaluate the performance and scalability of rich inter-
net applications in the cloud[28]. Shen et al. presented an approach that uses genetic
algorithms to find the combinations of inputs that lead to performance problems [27].
Xiao et al. presented an approach that uses complexity models to predict workload-
dependent performance bottlenecks [30]. However, TICLE is the first fully automatic
approach that finds irregular workloads that lead to the CUVEs for stress-testing appli-
cations deployed on the cloud.
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7 Conclusion

We presented a novel approach for automating the discovery of situations when cus-
tomers pay for resources that are not fully used by their applications while at the same
time, some performance characteristics of these applications are not met, i.e., the cost-
utility violations. We implemented our approach for Testing for Infractions of CLoud
Elasticity (TICLE) and we TICLEd four nontrivial open-source applications in the Mi-
crosoft Azure cloud. The results show that TICLE is effective for automatic stress test-
ing of elastic resource provisioning for applications deployed on the cloud to determine
infractions of elastic rules. With TICLE, experts can analyze the discovered workloads
to determine their impact on applications. To the best of our knowledge, TICLE is the
first fully automatic approach for discovering irregular workloads that are very difficult
to create using other approaches.
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